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THE BORDISM RING OF MANIFOLDS
WITH INVOLUTION

J. C. ALEXANDER

Abstract. A complete set of representatives is found for the

bordism ring of manifolds with involution. The multiplicative

structure is expressed in terms of these representatives, and in

particular, a set of ring generators can be isolated. Also the con-

structions involved are used to give an insight into a map of J. M.

Boardman.

1. Introduction. In [3], P. E. Conner and E. E. Floyd defined the notion

of cobordism of differentiable manifolds with involution, and they

investigated the structure of the resulting bordism groups. If M is a closed

differentiable manifold and T:M^-M is an involution, (M, T) bounds if

there exists a manifold N such that M=dN and an involution S:N->N

suchthat T=S\M. We let,/= {./„} be the resulting bordism groups graded

by dimension.

If ^V={^Vg} is the unoriented bordism ring, we consider Jf a sub-

group of J* by [M]i—>[Af, I], where I is the trivial involution. Similarly,

we have an augmentation e:^-*JT defined by [M, T]i-»[M]. The ring Jf

operates on J by [N]-[M, T]=[NxM, IxT]. J is a free ./T-module.

Indeed, J is a commutative ring, if we let

[N, r,][m2, rj = [m, x m2, r, x r2].

Conner and Floyd completely determined the additive structure of J

[3, Theorem 28.1] which is as follows: there is a short exact sequence of

jV modules

v J
(1.1) 0—>J—>Jt—yJ^^P00)—^0,

where ^n—^=0.'V}(BO(n—j)). The notation is standard: Jf * is the

unoriented bordism (homology) theory, BO(r) is the classifying space for

real r-plane bundles, and P°° = 50(l) is infinite-dimensional real pro-

jective space. The map v is defined as follows: given (Mn, T), let F4 be the

/-dimensional fixed-point submanifold of M, and let v^.Fc^-BO(n—i) be
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the normal bundle of F4 in M. Then \v^ejV A\BO{n—/)), and v[M, T] is

the sum of these classes. Note that v is a map of degree zero, / is defined as

follows: given an r-plane bundle r\ over a manifold Mn, let RP{rj) be the

total space of the associated projective-space bundle (an (n+r— 1)-

dimensional manifold), and let rj over RP(rj) be the canonical line bundle.

J(rj) is the class of ?/: RP{rj)-^-Pco. The map / is of degree —1.

In this note, we exhibit a complete set of representatives for J, and we

determine its ring structure. Let Pn={[x0, • • •, xn]} be real n-dimensional

projective space, and let T0:Pn-^-Pn be defined by T0[x0, xlt • • ■ , xn] =

[—x0, x\, • • • , xn]. Denote the pair (Pn, Tg) by P„. We need a map

rof degree +1, defined as follows: let S1 denote the circle |z| = l

in the complex plane. Given (M, T), let M^MxS1/^, where (m, z)~

(7m,-z). Define T':M'^M' by r(m,z)=(7m,z). Then T[M, T] =

[AT, T'\ (compare [4, §4]).

1.2. Theorem.   The set

{1} u {Fn[P^ x • • • x P0Mr] f n ' > 0, r'g1» nt > 2}

is a free ^V-basis for J'.

The product of J' is thus determined when we know how it interacts

with r.

1.3. Theorem.   If a, beJ, then

T{ab) = T(a) ■ b + e(a) • V(b) = a ■ T{b) + T(a)' e{b).

Let 0 be transcendental over JV; we consider the ring of formal power

series uV[[0]]. Define J:J^Jf\\d\\ by J[Mn, r]=2r°°=o eTr[M", T]-dn+r

(the coefficient of 0s is in jVh.

1.4. Corollary.   J is a ring homomorphism.

J. M. Boardman (unpublished; see [1], [2] for a related map) has de-

fined a ring homomorphism
00

j':jr = 2^.(BO)->^[[0]],

where J5" has the ring structure given by the external product of bundles.

Let \Jf i{BO(f))-±jV' fßO) be induced by inclusion. Then i#v is a ring

homomorphism. We connect our results with Boardman's by the following

result.

1.5. Theorem. J=J'i^v.

Although most of the results in this note are independent of Boardman's,

they follow from an attempt to understand his work, and I would like to
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thank him for several discussions about his work. Also, R. E. Stong has

shown me some of his unpublished work wherein he obtains essentially

the same result as our Theorem 1.2.

2. The map Y. y:Jn-^J>n+l is defined as follows: let S1 denote the

circle |z| = 1 in the complex plane. Given a pair (M, F), let M' = Mx S1/^,

where (m, z)~(Fra, —z). The involution T' is defined on M' by T'(m, z) =

(Tm,z). Then y[M, T]=[M', T']. These manifolds (AT, T') (and M(r),

TW)) are called V(n, k) in [4]. Alternatively, if 1= [0, 1], let M' = MxI/~,

where (m, 0)~(Fm, 1). In this notation, T' is defined by T'(m, t)=(Tm,

1-0.
It is easily verified that (1) V is well defined, (2) Y is additive, (3) T is

an-^-map, (4) r(yT)=Ö.
If Pis the fixed-point set of (M, P) and v is the normal bundle of f<= M,

the fixed point set of (Af, P') is PUM (here F=Fx\^FxI; M=

MxO^MxI) with normal bundles ^©e^Uo1, where or is the trivial r-

plane bundle. The natural inclusion t:PO(r)^-PO(r-(-l) induces t*:

^"(fiOW^^ÄO^ + l)), and the map Af—>-(base point) induces r:

2.1. Proposition. vY=i*v+te.

Since i* is an injection, the next result is immediate.

2.2. Corollary. If [M, T\$Jf<^J, then Y[M, T\$JT. In particular,

T[M, T]=0 if and only if [Af, T\eJV.

1.3'. Theorem.  For [Mit T&eJ (/=1, 2),

y([mu p,] • [m2, rj) = [m1; 5rj • r[m2, f2] 4- r[m,, fj • £[m2, t&

Proof. By (1.1), we need to compare bordism classes of fixed-point

bundles. Let (Aff, TA have fixed-point sets F4 with normal bundles vv The

fixed-point bundle of ((Aflt Px)x (M2, P2))' is

(K x vz) © o1) U o1   over   (Pj x Fa) u (A/, x M2).

The fixed-point bundle of (Af,, Fj) X (M2, F2) is

((f, X v2) © o1) U (v, x o1)   over   (F, X F2) u (F, X M2).

The fixed-point bundle of (Ml5 T[)x(M2, trivial) is

(vt © o1) U o1   over   (F, x M2) U (Af, x M2).

The theorem now follows if we take bordism classes.

1.4'. Corollary.   J:J-=>-Jf\\fi'\\ is a ring homomorphism.
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This is an easy consequence of a fomal manipulation with coefficients

of power series.

3. Z2®jrJ.   Let Z2 be the trivial^f-module concentrated in grading 0.

For an ./T-module St, let 2k=Z2®Jy2& which is a Z2-module. If /:

«-^2 is a map of Jf modules, let/ ^j->^2 be the induced Z2 map.

Since all terms in (1.1) are free ^-modules, we have an exact sequence

v J
(3.1) 0—>J-^Jl—► fyT^P00))*—>0.

Since ^V*(X))*=H*(X) ( = H*(X;Z2)) for each space X, we get the

exact sequence

(3.2) 0 —► Jn -^f H,(BO(n - j)) ~> ^,(P°°) —*>■
1=0

Let i* :H*(BO(r))-+H*(BO(r + l)) be induced by the natural inclusion.

The next two results are immediate consequences of Proposition (2.1).

3.3. Proposition.   vT^t^v in positive gradings.

3.4. Corollary.   T is injective in positive gradings.

Let [M, T] denote the class of (M, P) in J.

3.5. Corollary.   [M, PJeimage T implies v[M, FJeimage t*.

v: J>-*Jt is the following map: Let P4 be the /-dimensional fixed-

point set of (Mn, T). Let {F^eH^FA be the fundamental class, and let

v^Ff^BOin-i) be the normal bundle of Fi<^Mn. Then v[M,T] =

I W*{p<}-
Since J is a two-sided Jf module, J inherits a ring structure. Further,

the sum of bundles induces maps

H5{BO(n -j)) ® Hk(BO(m - k)) -> Hj+k(BO(m + n - j - k));

i.e., Ji' n®Ji„r^-Jtm+n- Thus Jf is a graded ring. The map v is a ring

homomorphism. Let yt be the nonzero element in Hi(Px), let

2:/7,(P°°) = H3(PO(l)) c Jf£

be the inclusion, and let x—Xy^. Since the _y3- (y'^1) are algebraically

independent in H^(BO), the x3- (y'^l) are algebraically independent in

Ji.

3.6. Proposition.  Ji=Z2[x1, x2, ■ • •].

Proof. The remarks above establish that Z2[x,, x2, ■ ■ •] is a subring of

~# . The result is established once we count the dimensions (over Z2) of
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the two sides. Let rr(r) be the number of partitions of the integer r. We

claim

(3.7) dim^#r — «■(/•);

this will finish the proof.

Let Tr{r;k) denote the number of partitions of r with largest element

precisely k. Formula (3.7) follows immediately from the following three

facts (the verifications of which we leave to the reader):

(1) rr(r)=2Un(r;k),

(2) 7r(r; k) = 7Tk(r—k), where Trk(n) is the number of partitions of n with

elements at most k,

(3) dimz H^BOin-j))=n„_,(;).

1.2'. Theorem. {l}V{Tn(P^x ■ ■ ■ xPSr)\n^0, r^l, n^2} form a

Z2-basis of J.

Proof. First we establish that these elements are linearly independent.

It is sufficient, by Corollary (3.4), to establish that {P%, P\, • • •} are

algebraically independent. The fixed point set of P£ is the set P"_1uP°

with normal bundle |n_xUo" over P"_1uP°. Here is the canonical

bundle. Thus vPo=xn+x". By Proposition (3.6), {Po.Po. •:'} are alge-

braically independent.

Now we count the number of elements and compare it with the number

required by (3.2) and (3.7). We use generating functions in Z[[x]]. Let

dn(m) denote the number of elements

{Tm[P^ X ■•• X PS'] I r > 0, n,^ 2}

in J, and let dn=2m=o dn{m).
Clearly,

1 + ldMxn = U~—r-
n=l rä2 1 — X

Thus

00 • 1

ldn{m)xn = x^Tl^—r- *m,
«=0 rS2 1 — X

and
CO I

I + 2,dnxn = (1 + x + x2 + ■ ■ -)U^—- & + x2 + x3 + ■ ■ •)
n=l rS2 1 — X

1 V °°
= 117-4-77TT = 1 +2W») - !)*"•

rSl 1 — X        1 — X n=l

The theorem is proved.

Using this result, we can improve some earlier results.
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Note that since P(a-b)=a-t(b) (from (1.3)), tJ is an ideal in J.

The most elemental collection of elements seems to be J\YJ.

3.8. Corollary. J\YJ=Z^P\,P%,---\.

3.9. Corollary.   [M, T]etJ if and only ifv[M, 7]eimage t*.

4. Connection with Boardman's results. First we give a definition of

Boardman's map /'. The diagram

(4.1) j'* |A J/!
JflBO{n))   —> ^i+„_,(50(l)) = J^i+n_1(Pi+n-1)

is commutative [3, Theorem 26.4]. Here A is defined as in [3], and t, is the

bordism dual to the map t* induced in cobordism by inclusion. If for

N^.r, kt N:Pt~>Pn is the natural inclusion, then

':K.A']=0 (r = 0),
(4.2)

= K-i,A'-i]      (r > 0).

The {KivllO^r^A} constitute a free J^-basis for Jf(PN). Also, if

6n=[kn_in], the intersection product is given by

(4.3) [ktm] = 6»-*     (O^r^ N).

For [rfeJS'^BOin)), the formula Ji£[rj] = ^=0 ^^^[kj. n] holds for a

unique collection of ctN_r,m in J^N-r (N=i+n+m — l). By (4.1) and (4.2),

aAr-r,m=a.v-r-i.m-i> hence we can let aT=y.N_r_me^Vr. Using (4.3), we

obtain the formula

r=()

Let m-^-co. Let [j?]„o=inj lim i*[rj] and ö=proj lim 6N. Then

oo

r=0

defines Boardman's J'.

1.5'. Theorem. J=J't3fv.

Proof.   We must establish that for each (Mn, T) and m^l,

m — 1

(4.4) Jt>[M, T] = 2 (eP[M, T])[rcm_r_1,„+m_1].
r=0
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For m= 1, (4.4) is true by [3, Theorem 24.2]. Note that the pair (Mn+1, T3)

constructed in the proof of [3, Theorem 24.2] is simply the (M', T') of §2.

Thus, iterating (m — 1) times the proof of [3, Theorem 24.2], we establish

(4.4) for m. Hence Theorem 1.5' is established.

There is another, more geometric connection between J[M, T] and

v[M, T]. Let v be the normal bundle over the fixed-point set Fof (Mn, T).

Let RPr(v) be the total space of the associated projective bundle of v®or.

The element [RPr(v)]e^Vr+n_i is well determined by the element [M, T]e

Jn. Let

K[M, T] = flRPJv)]^*-1 e Jr~[[B]].

r=0

Proposition. J=P~1K.

Proof.   It is an immediate consequence of [4, Theorem 4.1].
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